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Offord is officially halfway through the teenage years. We try not
to give too much attitude. We’ve developed our own signature taste
in music (see last year’s issue). We never slam the doors in our office.

the areas that keep leaders up at night: governance, planning, coaching,
talent development, compelling communications, constituent relations,
sustainable and strong fundraising programs, and stewardship.

We’re maturing, but we’re still nimble. We’re well established, but we
fully customize our work in response to our clients’ needs. We’re part
of the international Marts & Lundy family, but we remain firmly rooted
in our Canadian identity.

That’s also why we’re increasingly using a team approach to bring
different views and experiences to the table. And why we each take our
own commitment to the sector seriously, both as individual volunteers and
through our collective commitment to LEAP I Pecaut Centre for Social
Impact as its pro bono philanthropic sector partner. And finally, it’s why we
are making deeper investments into thought leadership with studies like
the one in this issue.

In 15 years, a lot––and nothing––has changed. Canadians still really
and truly want to do good. Charities are all trying to tackle some of
society’s most pressing needs, but in more creative and collaborative
ways than ever. Our profession is attracting smart people of all
backgrounds who are dedicating their lives to furthering those causes.
Philanthropists are true partners, interested in making high impact in
areas that matter to them. At Offord, we’ve been adaptive to changes
in our work and in what clients expect from us: strategies aimed at
engagement and sustainability; innovation rooted in research and
analytics; and guidance with the increasingly challenging talent
landscape of the not-for-profit sector.
We’ll continue to grow, mature and adapt to the marketplace for the
next fifteen years and beyond. When Nicholas founded Offord Group
in 2004, his work focussed on providing counsel and strategic advice
(and yes, sometimes therapy!) to senior leadership. We continue to offer
deep partnerships at that level, but our work and team now reach well
into the broader charitable and independent school sectors, and cover

For the last 15 years, we’ve had the good fortune to work with exceptional
clients—big and small, start-up and long-standing, from coast to coast
and increasingly around the world. We are constantly learning from clients.
This depth and breadth feeds our enthusiasm and optimism and this
approach fuels our ability to bring fresh thinking and sound strategy to
our clients and to Canada’s charitable sector.
We’ll continue to grow and learn in partnership with you, our clients.
We know you’ll tell us if our teenage attitude gets out of hand. And as
always, we hope you’ll tell us what you think at info@theoffordgroup.com.

Alison Holt
Managing Director, Offord Group and Principal, Marts & Lundy
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FUNDRAISING

n. a purpose, an aim or a goal. From the
Old French entencion (mid 14th c.) meaning
“stretching, intensity, will, thought.”
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Major Gifts
Productivity in Canada:
A Benchmark Report

By Robin Fowler

Senior Consultant, Offord Group
and Marts & Lundy

& Alison Rane

Consultant and Director, Research and Development,
Marts & Lundy

INTRODUCTION
Major gifts have transformed institutions and the philanthropic
sector across Canada.
At Offord Group, major gift productivity is among the top concerns
of our clients. How do you structure and staff for maximum results?
How do you set goals, metrics and expectations? What are others
in the field doing? Do anecdotal industry standards still apply?
With this study, we set out to provide a baseline on major
gift work in Canada by sector, size, and type of organization.
We wanted to know how charities were currently structured
for major gifts; to learn how successful they are in setting and
reaching goals; and to understand what warrants a deeper
dive to help Canadian charities improve their productivity
in the future.
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Our thanks go out to the 83 participant institutions, representing
a variety of charity sizes by revenues, staff complements and budgets.
The findings are interesting and surprising. Certainly, there is more
work to be done to enable Canadian charities to become more
productive in securing major gifts. This important topic needs
more research, discussion and analysis.

Who participated in the survey?

What constitutes a major gift?

Respondents by Organization Type

Charities vary in their definition of major gifts. The term ‘major gift’ refers to how
gifts are solicited—in a highly personalized, one-to-one manner—with gift size
acting as a proxy for categorization. Higher major gift thresholds are also generally
accompanied by sophisticated and well-established annual giving programs.

38%

Health

33%

Education

Arts &
Culture

Welfare/
Social
Services
Other

17%
7%
7%

The term ‘principal gift’ refers to the top 1-2% of donors who are generally very
closely managed by the organization’s CEO. The term is rarely used outside of
larger organizations with very sophisticated advancement operations. A small
number of organizations reported a principal gift threshold as high as $1M.
Most participating institutions had thresholds around $25,000, with the exception
of some universities and hospitals which reported thresholds in the $50,000 range.
• $10,000 median major gifts threshold for Welfare/Social Services
• $25,000 median threshold for major gifts across all sectors
• $100,000 median threshold for principal gifts where applicable

How much do organizations
spend on fundraising?
Health includes hospital foundations
and other health-focused organizations.
Education includes universities,
colleges and independent schools.
Other includes animal and
environmental organizations.

Note: Most results are reported in the
median, meaning the midpoint of the range.

It’s challenging to draw comparisons across sectors because of institutional
differences in budgeting. Spending on fundraising represents a median of 4.1%
of the overall budgets of participating organizations, with a high of 7% and a low of
2.3%. These variations are attributable to institution size as well as inconsistencies
in reporting inclusions for alumni/constituent relations and communications. For
the purposes of this study, the word “advancement budget” is used in the general
sense. However, respondents were varied in whether they included alumni relations
and communications in those budget figures. Interestingly, as a group, independent
schools reported among the lowest median budgets at 3% yet are among the
most successful at fundraising through major gifts.

5

Key
Findings

1

Other
Arts & Culture

29%

one or fewer FTEs. Higher Education had the highest average number
of frontline major gift fundraisers.
Typically, 29% of an organization’s advancement FTEs are frontline
fundraisers with major gift portfolios. The benchmark is remarkably stable
across sectors. Educational institutions, both Independent Schools and
Higher Education, have the lowest median percentages of frontline major
gift fundraisers in their advancement o
 ffices (20% and 4% respectively).

6

Welfare/Social Services

31%

Three quarters of respondents reported 5.5 or fewer frontline major
gift fundraiser full-time equivalents (FTE) at their organizations. In fact,
the numbers reported ranged from 0.1 to 66 frontline fundraiser FTEs.
In one quarter of respondent charities, the fundraiser role is filled by

8

38%
34%

The number of frontline major gift
fundraisers varies widely by sector
and budget
-

2.7

Percent of Total Advancement FTEs that are 
Frontline Major Gift Fundraisers by Organization Type

24%

Frontline major gift fundraising was defined as cultivation and solicitation; an FTE
who spends half of their time on these activities would be reported as 0.5 FTE.

Higher Education

20%

Independent School

Median Frontline Major Gift Fundraiser
FTEs by Organization Type
8

Higher Education
Welfare/Social
Services

3.45
3.2

Health

3
2.25
1

29%

Arts & Culture
Other
Independent School

Average percentage of advancement FTEs who
are frontline fundraisers with major gift portfolios

6

Average number of frontline FTEs for advancement
budgets of $2.7M and higher

2.5

Average number of frontline FTEs for advancement
budget of $1M-$2.7M

1

Average number of frontline FTEs for advancement
budget of $1M and less

Median number of frontline major gift fundraiser FTEs
Median number of Higher Education frontline major gift fundraiser FTEs

Health

2

3

Major gift portfolio sizes
also vary widely by sector
and budget
-

While there are differences in the average percent of total philanthropic
revenue from major gifts across the various sectors and advancement
budget levels, these differences do not appear to be significant. In the
Canadian data set, only the Higher Education sector approaches the
breakdown reported by American institutions.

Assigned
Prospects

25

Percent of Overall Philanthropic Revenue from
Individual Major Gifts

On average across all survey respondents, organizations reported that 55%
of their prospect pool is assigned in portfolios. As the advancement budget
increases, both the number of prospects under management and the percent
of the entire database under management increase. On average, major
gift officers were expected to have 84 prospects in their portfolios, but this
expectation shifts dramatically based on the size of the advancement budget.

Under $1M

500

The results for this question bear further examination and research. On
average, respondent organizations reported 48% of their total philanthropic
revenue was from individual major gifts. This figure is substantially lower than
reported by American institutions, where results normally fall between 68% and
77%, and lower than is generally believed anecdotally about campaign results.

150

Approximately half of total
philanthropic revenues come
from individual major gifts
-

$1M-2.6M

By Sector

Under $1M

Average percentage of total philanthropic revenue from
individual major gifts in American charities
(SOURCE: Marts & Lundy internal database)

$1M-2.6M

Higher Education
Health
Arts & Culture
Independent Schools

83%

Individual major gift officer
portfolio size by organization size

By Fundraising Budget

Average percentage of total philanthropic revenue from
48% individual major gifts across all Canadian survey respondents

68-77%

60%

33%

Unknown

$2.7M

$1M - 2.6M

Under $1M

Welfare/Social Services

Other

Independent School

Higher Education

0.00%

Health

20.0%

Arts & Culture

40.0%

Advancement
Budget

125
110
100
30

$2.7M+

80.0 %

60.0 %

Individual major gift officer
portfolio size by sector

$2.7M+

120
94
32

Advancement budget of $2.7M+
Advancement budget of $1M-$2.6M
Advancement budget of less than $1M

While there is a positive correlation between
assigned prospects per fundraiser and the
number of visits per fundraiser, we noted
that this correlation begins to unravel when
the number of assigned prospects per
fundraiser exceeds 150.
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Visits and proposals vary by
sector and budget size, as do the
percentage of successful proposals
By Budget

Advancement Budget

A larger budget correlates with a larger number of major gift visits
– but not necessarily with a higher rate of successful proposals.
Organizations with frontline major gift budgets of $2.7M+ reported
nearly 2-3 times more visits per fundraiser per year than the other
budget categories, but their number of submitted proposals and
proposal funded rates do not differ significantly.
$2.7M+

47

12

50%

$1M-2.6M

25

15

40%

Under
$1M

17

10

67%

Visits Per Fundraiser
Per Year

Proposals Per
Fundraiser Per Year

Proposals Funded Rate
Per Year

By Major Gift Revenue

Major Gift Revenue

Organizations with higher major gift revenues have higher rates
of visits and proposals, but lower proposal funded rates.

8

$6M+

57

24

53%

$1.3M
– 5.9M

30

14

63%

13

10

68%

Under
$1.3M

Visits Per Fundraiser
Per Year

Proposals Per
Fundraiser Per Year

Proposals Funded Rate
Per Year

By Sector
Health tops the list for the annual number of visits per fundraiser
at 50, with 15 proposals being submitted per fundraiser.
Visits Per Fundraiser
Per Year

Proposals Per Fundraiser
Per Year

Proposal Funded Rate
Per Year

Arts & Culture

22

12

67%

Health

50

15

63%

Higher Education

25

10

53%

Independent School

33

10

62%

Other

20

5

74%

Welfare/Social
Services

12

15

54%

When separated from other health organizations, hospitals reported
the highest number of annual visits per fundraiser at a median of 57.
Compared to industry standards both in Canada and the U.S.,
the number of visits and submitted proposals per fundraiser
is quite low, and the successful proposal closure rate among
respondents is high.
In the U.S., typical best practice recommendations are 80-120 visits per
year, with the number of proposals submitted at 15-20 per year. Average
proposal closure rates vary widely based on the size and maturity of an
organization, but are generally in the range of 20-30%.
This may indicate that Canadian organizations are either not coding
visits properly, or potentially leaving major gift revenue on the table.
Are major gift officers being too conservative in prospect cultivation
by soliciting at lower amounts?

A MASTER CLASS IN PRODUCTIVITY
Are they recording the proposal only when there is no question
about the certainty of successfully closing the gift? Is a high
close rate a marker of a successful advancement organization
or one that has more potential as the program matures?
Self-reported major gift achievement is
positively correlated with number of visits.
Organizations were split into two groups based on their number
of visits per fundraiser, proposals per fundraiser, and proposal
closure rate. Organizations in the top group on these metrics
were slightly more likely to say they were meeting their major
giving goals than those in the lower half.
Those who meet their goals have higher rates
of visits per fundraiser, proposals per fundraiser
and funding rates.
Those who don’t meet their goals have lower
rates of visits per fundraiser.
It is interesting to note that compared to Marts & Lundy’s
experience with clients in the United States, these visits,
proposal, and closure rate figures are closer to expectations
for principal gift work than for all major giving work.
Comparing the Canadian results to major gift work in the
United States, the medians for annual visits and proposals
per fundraiser would be considered low while the proposal
funded rate would be considered high.

You’d be hard-pressed to find a better teacher of how to run a major gifts
program than Maria Dyck, President and CEO of the St. Joseph’s Health
Centre Foundation in the west end of Toronto.
The Foundation’s Promise campaign was initially modelled with a $60 M
goal, with one or two lead gifts in the $5-10 M range. In the end, closing
four in that range was key to doubling their campaign goal to $100 M.
Several factors led to their success: an early stage rebranding campaign,
counsel from Nicholas Offord (her words, not ours), a revitalized board,
key volunteers, time and patience—especially from Maria herself. Her
tenure at St. Joe’s is heading into its tenth year. “As a leader, you have
to commit yourself in years to an organization. Nobody can build the
deep, trusting relationships it takes to be successful in a year or two.”

Maria Dyck’s Top Tips
“Grow appropriately according to the size of your campaign.
Our staff doubled in size, but we didn’t do it overnight.
It’s risky to grow too much in advance of your revenue.”
“To use the baseball analogy, our transformational gifts—home runs
—were key. But they weren’t our only strategy. We hit many singles
and trained our board to understand the importance of RBIs as well.”
“Money is a lag indicator, a reflection of past, and not current activity.
Focus on your ‘lead measures’, the wildly important activities you do
each week to drive towards your objective. For us it’s a focus on asking
(for volunteers, for donations and for other support).”
Maria swears by The Four Disciplines of Execution to focus her team.
Each Monday they all gather at 3 p.m. for twenty minutes to give a verbal
report on the three things they will do that week that will support the act of
asking. This kind of discipline keeps her team focused, prevents cultivation
cul-de-sacs, and reminds everyone to keep their eyes on what’s important.
Further reading:
The Four Disciplines of Execution, by Chris McChesney, Jim Huling and Sean Covey,
October 2011, Free Press)

1

On average, organizations double
their fundraising goal moving
from one campaign to the next.

2

Quiet phases are getting longer
while public phases are shrinking.

3

Most campaigns have met about
half of their goal when they
launch publicly.

4

The average campaign length
is 7 years.

5

The average time period between
campaigns is 4–5 years.

5

Confidence in your data is important,
especially for smaller organizations
Contact reports are often low on the on the to-do list for major gift
officers. Given the challenges with tracking activity, a surprisingly high
proportion of institutions reported that the quality of their proposal and
visit records were Excellent (20%) or Good (46%). These numbers seem
high, but perhaps reflect a growing realization of how important donor
information and management is to fundraising success.
Organizations with advancement budgets of $2.7M+ were most
confident in their ability to track and measure major gift productivity
metrics: 79% of these organizations reported that their records were
Good or Excellent. Only 53% of organizations spending less than
$1M on advancement reported the same.
Independent Schools were least likely to report good or excellent
proposal and visit records (50%), while Welfare/Social Services
organizations were most likely (83%) to do so.

Quality of Proposal and Visit Data by
Organization Type: Excellent and Good
Arts & Culture
Health

SOURCE: Philanthropy Outlook
2019 & 2020, released by Marts & Lundy
in partnership with Indiana University
Lilly Family School of Philanthropy.

Higher Education
Independent School
Other
Welfare/Social
Services
0%

20%

40%
Excellent

60%
Good

80%
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Campaigns remain the go-to for
almost everyone, but with some
sector differences
Institutions in the Health and Higher Education sectors were
most likely to report being in the public phase of a campaign.
Independent Schools and Arts & Culture institutions were most
likely to report that they were between campaigns and not yet
counting for the next campaign. ‘Other’ organizations were
most likely to report that they had never been in a campaign
and were not currently planning.
• Higher Education organizations are 9x more likely to
run a comprehensive campaign (including all funds raised
over a set time period) than a capital/project campaign
(only including funds for a particular project).
• Health institutions are 2x more likely to be running a capital/
project campaign than a comprehensive campaign.
• Arts & Culture, Independent Schools, and Welfare/Social
Services were about equally likely to run either type of campaign.
• Arts & Culture and Independent Schools were also the only
types of organizations that reported running an Endowment
or Other type of campaign recently or currently.

Respondents by Campaign Phase
Between campaigns: recent
campaign has closed but counting
for next campaign has not begun

34%

Quiet/Planning Phase:
gift counting has begun

32%

Public Phase: campaign has
been publicly announced

29%

Never held a campaign,
nor currently planning one

5%

In 2018, the Council for Advancement and Support of Education (CASE)
and the Canadian Council for the Advancement of Education (CCAE)
joined forces to create the first authoritative report on charitable giving to
Canadian colleges, universities and polytechnics, based on reported income
from 48 colleges, institutes and universities from the 2017-2018 fiscal year.
• 48 Canadian colleges, institutes and universities participated
in the study. Collectively these institutions secured a total of
$1.5 billion in private support from over 320,000 donors in FY2018.
• On average, the single largest gift secured accounted
for 21% of total funds raised by each institution.
• Medical/Doctoral universities were most successful at
securing principal gifts of $1M+ when compared to their
Primarily Undergraduate, Comprehensive and College peers.
• Overall, $1,722 was raised for each FTE student enrolled.
• The vast majority of donors designate their gifts for a
particular purpose; only 10% of funds were unrestricted.

Download the full report at https://www.case.org/resources/case-ccaesupport-education-survey-canada.

Together with CASE and Marts & Lundy, we’ll soon be launching the
CASE-Marts & Lundy Global CampaignSource database to transform
CASE’s long-running Survey of U.S. Educational Fundraising Campaigns
into a global online benchmarking tool. “CASE and Marts & Lundy share
a dedication to supporting the expansion of knowledge and reach of
the advancement professions,” comments Sue Cunningham, President
and CEO of CASE. CampaignSource will align with international
data from other CASE surveys, including
the above survey results.
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$1.3

$94K

Median Major Gift Revenue per Frontline
FTE by Major Gift Revenue and Organization Type

Median MG Revenue per Frontline FTE

Organizations raising more than $6M in major gift
revenues annually are raising $1.1M in major gift
revenue per total advancement budget FTE and
an average of $3M per frontline FTE.

Und

er $

Health institutions raise the most in major gift revenue
per overall advancement budget full time equivalent
(FTE), but Higher Education takes the top seat in major
gift revenue per frontline major gift FTE with a median
value of $2.6M.

1.3M

Not surprisingly, the two most established fundraising
sectors are the most successful at raising money in
major gifts.

Median Major Gift Revenue per Fundraising
FTE by Major Gift Revenue and Organization Type

Median MG Revenue per Fundraising FTE

7

The Higher Education and
Health sectors raise the most
money in major gifts
-

8

89% of survey respondents
indicated they typically or usually
meet their major giving goals
-

There were some interesting comments
and findings in this area:

All organization types were about equally likely to report
that their major giving goals were sufficiently ambitious,
but organizations with advancement budgets of over
$2.7M were less likely to see their goals as ambitious
compared to organizations with smaller budgets.

Some organizations reported significant growth in their goals in recent
years, while others, noting that they would like to have larger goals, have
been limited by the size and longevity/experience of the staff team or
other factors. Many noted their planned giving programs are currently
reactive, under-resourced and without goals or budgets. Only a few
respondents reported early stage positive results of increasingly active
and focused planned giving programs.

Arts & Culture organizations were most likely to say they
regularly met their goals, with 64% reporting that they
‘typically’ meet their goals and the remaining 36% reporting
‘more often than not.’ Independent Schools were the least
confident about regularly meeting their major giving goals:
nearly 20% of these respondents reported only ‘sometimes’
or ‘rarely or never’ meeting their major giving goals.
Organizations with advancement budgets of less than
$1M were most likely to report that they only meet their
major giving goals ‘sometimes’ or ‘rarely or never’.
Higher numbers of survey respondents reported meeting
their major giving goals than in comparable U.S. studies.
Many (78%) also noted their goals are sufficiently ambitious.

Does your organization
meet its major giving goals?

Yes, typically

49%

More often
than not

40%

Sometimes,
but not often

6%

No, rarely
or never

4%

Don’t know/
Not sure

1%
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Takeaways
Canadian organizations are reporting
a smaller share of revenues from
major gifts than expected.
Anecdotally, our sector has long believed that the vast majority of
revenues come from major gifts. In this study, respondents report
hitting their major gift targets, but only Higher Education is coming
close to U.S. comparator proportions of 68-77%, or anecdotal
reports of 95% during campaign periods. What does this mean?
Clearly there is untapped potential for major gifts outside of hospitals
and universities. The question remains whether this percentage
increase over time will grow close to the results experienced by
our U.S. counterparts.

Organizations are similarly
structured in the percentage of
frontline major gift fundraisers.
-
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Respondents to this study reported an average of 29% of
FTEs are considered frontline fundraisers with major gift portfolios.
This, along with the variations among Independent Schools
and Higher Education (where there are likely more staff
but also a broader scope of complementary roles like alumni
relations, communications, etc.), is in line with American data.

Larger portfolios likely lead to more
dollars raised, but only to a point.
The evidence in this data set shows that larger portfolios of
assigned prospects do in fact lead to a greater number of visits,
greater numbers of submitted proposals, and more dollars raised.
Our survey also asked about the organization’s goal or expected
portfolio size for major gift officers, in addition to their actual average
portfolios. Larger expected portfolio sizes correlated with greater
major gift revenue. However, the strength of the positive correlation
between assigned prospects per fundraiser and number of visits per
fundraiser begins to unravel when the number of assigned prospects
per fundraiser exceeds 150.

Visits make the difference.
We know by now that a greater number of visits and proposals per
fundraiser correlates with greater major gift revenue. Organizations
that raise the most major gift revenue in this survey have a higher
median and average number of prospect visits per fundraiser FTE
per year. They also submit more major gift proposals per fundraiser.
Retaining a higher number of major gift fundraisers with larger
portfolio sizes correlates with greater major gift revenue.

Stretch goals will help increase
your visits and proposals—but
not closure rates.
Higher proposal closure rates do not correlate with greater
major gift revenue. Setting performance metrics on the closure
rate of funded proposals should be approached more carefully
so as not to discourage ambitious major gift solicitations. A high
closure rate may not be a marker of success. When prospects
are asked to make a gift only when the gift officer is certain that
the answer will be yes, or they are asked to make a gift below
their capabilities to ensure a positive response, the organization
could be leaving gift dollars on the table.
Based on the data reported by the organizations in this study,
major gift officer visits are functioning the way they should to
move prospects through the cultivation and solicitation process.
Greater numbers of visits per fundraiser correlate with greater
numbers of proposals per fundraiser. Given what we know
about fundraising in the U.S., Canadian organizations might be
too conservative in prospect cultivation by soliciting at lower
amounts or only when there is no question about the certainty
of successfully closing the gift.

Higher Education is leading the
charge on comprehensive structures
for campaigns. And “continuous
campaign” methodology.
Respondents’ reporting about when, how and for what priorities
they use campaigns is interesting and, in some ways, defies
the expected. For instance, a third of respondents say they are
‘between’ campaigns, which seems high given the received wisdom
that campaigns assist in major gift fundraising and many institutions
consider continuous campaigns as a necessity. It’s not surprising
that the Health category, with its preponderance of hospitals, is more
likely to be focused on capital/project than comprehensive, but the
dramatic results in Higher Education indicate that comprehensive is
the favoured structure for that sector. Will other sectors follow suit?
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A ‘unicorn gift’ is the one that seemingly
comes out of nowhere. The bequest from
someone your university didn’t have on
the radar, the walk-in that becomes a
major donor, the telephone call that comes
at 4:30 p.m. and makes your day, week
and year. Unicorn gifts are the stuff
of myth and legend. Or are they?
Trinity College School in Port Hope, Ontario closed its 150th
Anniversary Campaign at $48.7 million on a $33.5 million goal.
But no amount of planning could have predicted what helped
catapult the campaign over the finish line: an estate gift of $6
million from a woman with no known relationship to the school.
Doug Mann, TCS’s Executive Director of Advancement explains,
“The donor had settled a few years earlier in Cobourg, just a
few kilometres away from the school, following the death of her
husband. She engaged local counsel to organize her estate and
expressed her interest in supporting bursaries at TCS.

Why she made this decision is anyone’s best guess, as she died unexpectedly
just a few months later.” Neither she nor her late husband had any previous
association with the school as alumni, parents or grandparents. But the school
had worked for many years on its ‘town and gown’ relationship. Perhaps
the woman had been impressed by the students she met in and around the
community. Perhaps she felt the school’s long-standing, positive impact on
the region. Perhaps she just knew the value of an education.
In reality, perhaps the gift wasn’t a unicorn at all. It likely resulted from TCS’s
concerted efforts to connect with its neighbourhood, its stellar reputation
and the genuine role of its students as ambassadors for a TCS education.
Lynne Atkinson of the West Parry Sound Health Centre has a unicorn story
too. Her hospital serves a legion of weekend warriors who battle the traffic on
Highway 400 north of Toronto. She’s rented a billboard on that highway for
years. “A couple walked into our office just because they kept seeing that
billboard, which highlighted our need for new equipment. We got to know
each other—we’re a small hospital with a lot of different needs. Eventually,
they gave us our first million-dollar gift.”
Unicorns do arrive at institutions occasionally, but always for a reason.
Great communications that convey an underlying message of the need for
fundraising. Loyal giving that is met with consistent and grateful stewardship.
Ambassadors for your institution that impress undercover donors with their
passion and commitment. Unicorns are wily—they won’t ever appear out of
nowhere, but you and your colleagues can always think about creating the
most favourable conditions for them.

Conclusion
Canadian charitable staff leaders and board members today expect
greater revenues from their teams, as well as greater efficiencies as
they work to achieve their organizational missions. How can organizations
turn the findings in this study into actions that will improve major giving?
As a start, we would recommend looking at your own organization
in the following ways:
• Do you have the right number of people focused on major gifts?
• Are your major gift goals ambitious enough?

partnerships and greater
sophistication in our profession
and our institutions.
Could yours be next?

You can help us determine what insights and questions arising
from this study bear further examination. What should we explore
more deeply? What information would be most helpful to you
and your organization? We want to know what you think.
Send your comments or questions to info@theoffordgroup.com
and help us inform our next research project.

• Are your fundraisers focused on visits and getting more
proposals in front of prospects?

There have been four
nine-figure gifts in Canada
in 2019. And the year isn’t
even over yet. As a leader,
you need to be thinking big,
and not just by yourself.
Transformational giving
comes from deep, thoughtful

• How does the average revenue generated by your overall
advancement office and by individual frontline fundraisers
compare to these averages?

$ 100 M

$ 100 M

Anonymous
CAMH

Mike Lazaridis
Perimeter Institute

$ 100 M

2000

2018

Geoffrey Cumming
University of Calgary

2003
$ 105 M

Michael DeGroote
McMaster University

2014

2017

$ 130 M

$ 100 M

Rogers Family
University of Toronto
University Health Network
SickKids

$ 100 M

Peter Munk
Toronto General Hospital

Peter Gilgan
SickKids

2019
$ 100 M

Heather Reisman &
Gerald Schwartz
University of Toronto

$ 200 M

John & Marcy
McCall MacBain
McGill University

$ 100 M

Charles & Margaret
Juravinski
McMaster University,
Hamilton Health Sciences
& St. Joseph’s Healthcare
Hamilton

2020

What can Offord Group
do for you?
Whatever your need—a seemingly intractable challenge,
a stronger team, or an ambitious strategy—Offord Group,
a Marts & Lundy Firm, helps you break through to success.
Each client is unique. That’s exactly what energizes our team.
Our most important first step is to listen, so we can understand
your needs and work together to set the right approach. But
we’ll also push your thinking, challenge your assumptions and
keep you focused at the strategic levels to ensure our work
together propels your institution forward.
Our consultants are philanthropic sector leaders, backed by
decades of experience in leadership roles. We have led successful
campaigns ourselves, as well as worked with clients in Canada
and around the world in education, health, social services and
arts and culture.
Offord Group is rooted in Canada and staffed by Canadians.
But our clients also benefit from our international scope and
deep bench strength as a Marts & Lundy Firm. Our collective
knowledge and expertise, combined with cutting-edge analytics
and sector-wide research, will help you realize your goals.
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Offord Group partners with
clients on a highly customizable
basis on such initiatives as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Campaign Planning Studies
Interim Executive Management
Strategic Planning
Communications
Analytics
Talent Development
Research & Benchmarking

Our
Services

3
COMMUNI CAT I ONS
THAT COMP E L E N GAGE M E N T & GIV IN G

1

At the heart of a successful campaign is a strong brand. Your
messaging must communicate the unique and urgent impact
of the work of your institution, motivating donors to embrace
and support your efforts. Offord helps to articulate institutional
vision into a strong core narrative through priorities articulation
and building your case. We also offer strategic counsel for
comprehensive marketing and communication initiatives.

AS S E SS M EN TS AND PL ANNI NG
T H AT SH ARPEN FOCUS
We can assess your organization’s leadership, work environment,
competitive marketplace and productivity. We can examine your
communication efforts, determine your campaign readiness, and
use both qualitative and quantitative information gathering and
analysis to give you insight from your Board members, volunteers,
donors and community members.

4
RESEA RCH
THAT I NFORMS ST R AT E GY & IN V E ST M E N T

2

Data is crucial to making the right decisions. Our analysts are

CO U N S EL

experts in predictive modeling and scoring, descriptive statistics,
data visualization and big data analysis. We can help you measure
your institution against your peers, test your priorities or predict
fundraising success.

T H AT IS COLLABO RATI VE & TAI L ORE D
With deep experience available in health, education, independent
schools and arts and culture, we put together the right team
to complement yours. We will work alongside you to assess
critical issues and guide the implementation of strategies to
help you meet your goals.

5
COA CHI NG
TO BUI L D & K E E P A H IGH - PE R F O R M AN C E T E AM

Contact us to start the conversation at
info@theoffordgroup.com

From onboarding staff to executive coaching for board chairs and
CEOs, we can design a customized coaching and talent development
program for your organization.
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ACTORS FUND OF CANADA • ADOPTION COUNCIL OF ONTARIO • AGA KHAN MUSEUM FOUNDATION • ALZHEIMER SOCIETY OF CANADA • ALZHEIMER SOCIETY OF SASKATCHEWAN • ANGLICAN FOUNDATION
• ART GALLERY OF NOVA SCOTIA • ART GALLERY OF ONTARIO • ARTHRITIS AND AUTOIMMUNITY RESEARCH CENTRE FOUNDATION • ARTHRITIS SOCIETY • ARTSCAPE • ASHBURY COLLEGE • ASPENGROVE
SCHOOL ASSINIBOINE PARK CONSERVANCYVATHOL MURRAY COLLEGE OF NOTRE DAME • AUSTRALIAN YOUTH ORCHESTA • AUTISM SPEAKS CANADA • BANFF CENTRE • BAYCREST FOUNDATION • BC
CANCER FOUNDATION • BELLEVILLE GENERAL HOSPITAL FOUNDATION • BIALIK HEBREW DAY SCHOOL • BISHOP STRACHAN SCHOOL • BISHOP’S COLLEGE SCHOOL • BOSTON CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL
TRUST • BRANDON UNIVERSITY • BRESCIA UNIVERSITY COLLEGE • BRIDGEPOINT FOUNDATION • BRUYÈRE FOUNDATION • CHILD ADVOCACY CENTRE, SIMCOE/MUSKOKA • CALGARY HEALTH TRUST • CAMH
FOUNDATION • CAMP OOCHIGEAS • CAMP RAMAH IN CANADA • CANADIAN ACCREDITED INDEPENDENT SCHOOLS • CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF FAMILY RESOURCE PROGRAMS • CANADIAN CANCER SOCIETY,
B.C, ONTARIO, YUKON • CANADIAN CANCER SOCIETY, NATIONAL • CANADIAN CENTRE FOR DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION • CANADIAN COLLEGE OF NATUROPATHIC MEDICINE • CANADIAN MEDICAL FOUNDATION
• CANADIAN MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION • CANADIAN OLYMPIC FOUNDATION • CANADIAN OPERA COMPANY • CANADIAN SHAARE ZEDEK HOSPITAL FOUNDATION • CANADIAN STEM CELL FOUNDATION •
CANADIAN TIRE JUMPSTART CHARITY • CARCINOID-NEUROENDOCRINE TUMOUR SOCIETY CANADA • CARE CANADA • CASEY HOUSE FOUNDATION • CENTENNIAL COLLEGE • CHARLES DARWIN UNIVERSITY •
CHATHAM-KENT HEALTH FOUNDATION • CHILD DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE • CHILDREN’S AID FOUNDATION • CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL OF ORANGE COUNTY • CHINESE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL • CIVICACTION •
CNIB • COLLINGWOOD GENERAL AND MARINE HOSPITAL FOUNDATION • COMMUNITY FOOD CENTRES CANADA • CONCORDIA UNIVERSITY • CONSERVATION INTERNATIONAL • CRESCENT SCHOOL • CROHN’S
& COLITIS CANADA CROSSROADS INTERNATIONAL • CSPACE • DALHOUSIE UNIVERSITY • DE SOUZA INSTITUTE • ELMWOOD SCHOOL • EVERGREEN BRICK WORKS • FORT YORK FOUNDATION • FOUNDATION
FIGHTING BLINDNESS • FRASER ACADEMY • GARDINER MUSEUM • GEORGE BROWN COLLEGE FOUNDATION • GLOBE THEATRE • GOODWILL INDUSTRIES, ONTARIO GREAT LAKES • GREY BRUCE HEALTH
SERVICES • GUELPH HUMANE SOCIETY • HABITAT FOR HUMANITY GTA • HAMILTON HEALTH SCIENCES FOUNDATION • HARBOURFRONT CENTRE • HAVERGAL COLLEGE • HEART AND STROKE FOUNDATION,
NATIONAL • HEART AND STROKE FOUNDATION, MANITOBA, ONTARIO • HENRY’S: CANADA’S GREATEST CAMERA STORE • HOLLAND BLOORVIEW KIDS REHABILITATION HOSPITAL FOUNDATION • HOLY TRINITY
SCHOOL • HOSPITALS OF REGINA FOUNDATION • HUMBER COLLEGE • INTERNATIONAL CENTER FOR TROPICAL AGRICULTURE • ISAAC REPUTATION GROUP • IVEY BUSINESS SCHOOL AT WESTERN UNIVERSITY
• JEWISH FAMILY & CHILD • KIDS HEALTH FOUNDATION • KIDS HELP PHONE • KIDSABILITY FOUNDATION • KITCHENER-WATERLOO ART GALLERY • KOFFLER CENTRE OF THE ARTS • KOL AMI • INDSPIRE • INSEAD
• LA TROBE UNIVERSITY • LAKEFIELD COLLEGE SCHOOL • LAKERIDGE HEALTH FOUNDATION • LE THÉÂTRE FRANÇAIS DE TORONTO • LET’S TALK SCIENCE • LIBERAL PARTY OF AUSTRALIA • LOBLAW COMPANIES
LTD. • LONDON HEALTH SCIENCES HOSPITAL FOUNDATION • LOWER CANADA COLLEGE • MACKENZIE HEALTH FOUNDATION • MARIANN HOME • MCDERMOTT HOUSE CANADA • MCGILL UNIVERSITY • MCGILL
UNIVERSITY HEALTH CENTRE • MCMASTER CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL • MCMICHAEL CANADIAN ART COLLECTION • MÉDECINS SANS FRONTIÈRES • METABOLIC SYNDROME CANADA • MICHAEL GARRON HOSPITAL
FOUNDATION • MICHENER INSTITUTE FOR APPLIED HEALTH SCIENCES • MUSEUM OF CONTEMPORARY ART TORONTO CANADA • MONTCREST SCHOOL • MONTREAL GENERAL HOSPITAL FOUNDATION • MOUNT
ALLISON UNIVERSITY MS SOCIETY OF CANADA • NATIONAL ARTS CENTRE • NATIONAL BALLET SCHOOL OF CANADA • NATIONAL GALLERY OF CANADA FOUNDATION • NATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF SINGAPORE
• NATIONAL YOUTH ORCHESTRA OF CANADA • NORTH YORK GENERAL HOSPITAL FOUNDATION • NORTH YORK HARVEST FOOD BANK • OCAD UNIVERSITY • ONTARIO AGENCY FOR HEALTH PROTECTION &
PROMOTION • ONTARIO MEDICAL FOUNDATION • ONTARIO PARKS • ONTARIO SCIENCE CENTRE • OTTAWA HOSPITAL FOUNDATION • OTTAWA REGIONAL CANCER CENTRE FOUNDATION • OXFAM CANADA •
PATHWAYS TO EDUCATION CANADA • PEARSON COLLEGE • PETERBOROUGH REGIONAL HEALTH CENTRE FOUNDATION • PINE RIVER INSTITUTE • PRIME MINISTER’S AWARDS FOR TEACHING EXCELLENCE •
QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY • REENA FOUNDATION • RIGHT TO PLAY CANADA • RISE ASSET DEVELOPMENT • RIVERWOOD CONSERVANCY • ROBBINS HEBREW ACADEMY • ROTMAN SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT • ROYAL
MANITOBA THEATRE CENTRE • ROYAL ONTARIO MUSEUM • ROYAL OTTAWA FOUNDATION FOR MENTAL HEALTH • ROYAL SOCIETY OF CANADA • ROYAL ST. GEORGE’S COLLEGE • ROYAL VICTORIA REGIONAL
HEALTH CENTRE FOUNDATION • ROYAL WINNIPEG BALLET • RUGBY CANADA • RYERSON UNIVERSITY • SAIL CANADA • SAINT ELIZABETH FOUNDATION • SENECA COLLEGE • SHERIDAN COLLEGE • SICKKIDS
FOUNDATION • SINAI HEALTH FOUNDATION • SKILLS FOR CHANGE • SMITH SCHOOL OF BUSINESS - QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY • SOMERSFIELD ACADEMY • SOUTHLAKE REGIONAL HEALTH CENTRE • SPINAL CORD
INJURY ONTARIO • ST. AMANT FOUNDATION • ST-BONIFACE HOSPITAL FOUNDATION • ST. CLEMENT’S SCHOOL • ST. GEORGE’S SCHOOL • ST. JOHN’S SCHOOL • ST. JOHN’S-RAVENSCOURT SCHOOL • ST.
JOSEPH’S HEALTH CENTRE FOUNDATION • ST. JOSEPH’S HEALTHCARE FOUNDATION • ST. MARGARET’S SCHOOL • ST. MICHAEL’S COLLEGE SCHOOL • ST. MICHAEL’S HOSPITAL FOUNDATION • ST. MICHAELS
UNIVERSITY SCHOOL • ST. MILDRED’S-LIGHTBOURN SCHOOL • STERLING HALL SCHOOL • SUNNYBROOK FOUNDATION • TANENBAUMCHAT • TECHNION CANADA • THE BENTWAY CONSERVANCY • THE
BISHOP STRACHAN SCHOOL • THE CANADIAN JOURNALISM FOUNDATION • THE CAROL SHIELDS PRIZE FOUNDATION • THE CORPORATION OF MASSEY HALL AND ROY THOMSON HALL • THE GAIRDNER
FOUNDATION • THE HEARING FOUNDATION OF CANADA • THE KIDNEY FOUNDATION OF CANADA • THE ROYAL CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC • THE SCARBOROUGH HOSPITAL FOUNDATION • THE STOP
COMMUNITY FOOD CENTRE • THE YORK SCHOOL • TORONTO FRENCH SCHOOL • TORONTO PUBLIC LIBRARY FOUNDATION • TORONTO REHAB FOUNDATION • TORONTO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA •
TRAFALGAR CASTLE SCHOOL • TRAFFIC INJURY RESEARCH FOUNDATION • TRILLIUM HEALTH PARTNERS CREDIT VALLEY HOSPITAL FOUNDATION • UNITED WAY OF PEEL REGION • UNITED WAY OF THE
ALBERTA CAPITAL REGION • UNITED WAY/CENTRAIDE CANADA • UNITED WAY/CENTRAIDE OTTAWA • UNIVERSITÉ DE MONTRÉA • UNIVERSITY HEALTH NETWORK • UNIVERSITY HOSPITALS KINGSTON
FOUNDATION • UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA • UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA • UNIVERSITY OF GUELPH • UNIVERSITY OF LETHBRIDGE • UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA • UNIVERSITY OF NEW BRUNSWICK •
UNIVERSITY OF OTTAWA • UNIVERSITY OF OTTAWA HEART INSTITUTE FOUNDATION • UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO • UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO, CHILD NUTRITION • UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO, FACULTY OF
MEDICINE • UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO, SCHOOL OF CONTINUING STUDIES • UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR, FACULTY OF LAW • UPPER CANADA COLLEGE • VANCOUVER ART GALLERY • VETERANS TRANSITION
NETWORK • VGH & UBC HOSPITAL FOUNDATION • VICTORIA UNIVERSITY • WELLSPRING • WEST ISLAND COLLEGE • WEST LINCOLN MEMORIAL HOSPITAL FOUNDATION • WEST PARK FOUNDATION •
WEST PARRY SOUND HEALTH CENTRE FOUNDATION • WILDLIFE CONSERVATION SOCIETY • WOMEN’S COLLEGE HOSPITAL FOUNDATION • WOODGREEN COMMUNITY SERVICES FOUNDATION • WORLD
ASSOCIATION OF GIRL GUIDES AND GIRL SCOUTS (WAGGGS) • WORLD WILDLIFE FUND - CANADA • YMCA OF GREATER TORONTO • YWCA TORONTO • YORK UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION • YOUNG PEOPLE’S THEATRE
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